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About This Game

Reloading level...

You will be doing that more often than inhaling during 1337 kilometer
marathon.

Will you be able to complete at least one level?

Unique difficulty will certainly make your experience memorable.

Make death counter go off scale!
Complete levels under a time limit or… Not.

Unique Features:

Inhumane difficulty.

Simple controls and simple gameplay.

Modern no-polygon graphics.
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Unique - you will be hearing this word a lot, atmosphere - N2 O2 Ar, stuff, you know.

Melodious soundtrack.

Modern DMR defense system against pirates and sorts like them.

Beautiful achievements.

Discord integration.
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Title: PraeBot
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
KEꞰ, EasyWays Team
Publisher:
KEꞰ, EasyWays
Release Date: 22 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7

Processor: 1GHz Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Graphics HD

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Vietnamese,Greek,Danish,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Ukrainian
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A disappointment.

I'm writing this review right after I've finished the game.

Some of the puzzles are just way to hard and you are punished for making experimental choices (like dying). You will have to
inspect every single pixel if you're playing in gamer mode. 2nd part of the game is very linier and if you miss a single one of the
20 collectables you won't unlock the extra content and you can't go back to get what you missed.

I played the previous Tex Murphy adventures. I remember I enjoyed them but this one will be forgotten although there are some
enjoyable moments half of the time. Response selection does not seem to have any impact at all and in the end the game is
completely linier.

Replay value is close to zero.. eh the game is easy boring and somewhat buggy i constantly kept running into ships that would
suddenly spawn right in front of me the gameplay is boring and theres almost nothing to it even for a 2$ game not really more
then a crappy time waster
3\/10. I wondered why this "game" is on the cheap side now I know. It isn't even worth the asking price I would say this should
be free or maybe £2. It isn't a game so don't expect to do anything execept open ONE gate and jump over about 6 rocks but
THATS IT. The rest is walking and you get to choose I think 2 paths to follow. The voiceover is one of the WORST I have
EVER heard there is no other voice you will hear just the one irritating girl throughout. I completed the "game" so know what I
am talking about. I hate being critical too.. This one has elements of greatness, but so far (7 hours in) seems to fall short in
several ways. Fighting is both repetitive and boring as you'll rarely find weapon upgrades and your supporting characters
abilities are relatively benign (especially Gretel's). That and after 10 levels, both the supporting characters still have access to
only the first of their \u201cAffinities\/Abilities.\u201d The problem I have is that the game never lets you gain much of an
advantage over mobs as they level with you without limits (I've leveled my main character to level 12 and the mobs in the first
area have adjusted to be at my level consistently). This pretty much takes away the incentive of fighting mobs\/grinding to gain
an advantage entirely--that and the fact that you'll struggle to find equipment upgrades which have even a slight impact to your
characters' stats.

Additionally, there seems to be many bugs impacting optimization (FPS lags happen often) and many more affecting items and
quests (Some items not equip-able, some quests crash the game or aren't always complete-able, etc.). I guess what I\u2019m
trying to say is that there is little feeling of character progress so far, and after 7 hours and a dozen quests completed, I would
like to see more than I have\u2014which is very little if any.

Another issue I have is the consistent lack of an effective way to heal my party. The game relies mainly on healing stones to top
off your characters\u2019 HP\/MP and so far I\u2019ve found ONE\u2026near the first town of Driftsburg. This means what
money you scrape together will be largely spent on restorative items purchased in town. Mobs drop items frequently, but many
of those items are not guaranteed to produce their stated effect (i.e. Healing slime has only a 33% chance to heal your characters
for 75 HP\u2026by level 12 you\u2019ll have over a 1000) so they\u2019re not a reliable source of mid-dungeon party
restoration by any stretch of the imagination.

On a positive note, the game offers a fairly fresh story with decent writing, albeit a bit macabre and dark (the game\u2019s title
should allude to this though). I believe this to be the primary reason for me wanting to continue playing. If you\u2019re
sensitive to adult themes (i.e. cannibalism, homosexuality, substance abuse, etc.) you may want to reconsider buying this one,
because you\u2019ll see some of that within minutes of playing. Also the artwork is unique, though I\u2019ve seen the same
mobs simply rendered in different color pallets and reused to fit different local areas already and I\u2019m only in the first
town of the game.

My final verdict on this one is that I WANT to like this game enough to recommend it, but it unfortunately suffers from a lack
of reward and character progression, balancing issues or some elusive combination of both. Fighting seems dull and could use
some polish\u2014some additional abilities for the supporting cast of characters would be a great start (I get tired of simply
attacking with a basic attack with the cat and Gretel in nearly every battle because they have nothing else of import to choose
from). Perhaps this observation changes and the game picks up exponentially as I continue through the story, but I\u2019ve seen
no hint of this being the case and there\u2019s VERY little information available from the community on what to expect going
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forward.

Lastly, the Dev seems to be making semi-regular updates and implementing bug fixes so that\u2019s a good start. Though
I\u2019m not holding my breath for any major game changes at this point\u2026When I log a few more hours and get a bit
further into the story line, I\u2019ll update this review. Until then I would go with a thumbs down unless the things I\u2019ve
pointed out in this review don\u2019t scare or bother you.. Well.. A some sort good adventure.
Basically , the whole adventure is only 2 long and HARD riddles (50% of the game or more).
Everything else is just EASY!

I was NOT so fond of the game. But it has some fun time.
Still it misses the voices sounds. Like the VERY first adventures.

For time killing is Good. Still those 2 riddles will be very tiresome with NO reason.
The game uses the modern phylosophy of adventures in cases and confuses you.
You can grab things from the environment BUT to use them sometimes it needs
you to really have a plan or understand what you're doing. And even if you DO
know in some case you have to have a clue in the game to show it, else the
riddle is locked and SO on the progress...

There was a time that I examined a thing in a previous chapter and I needed
to do it again in a next one to unlock the riddle. Really tiresome with NO reason!

Some good points.
There is a chhoice in the menu about the subtitles so they end with a click and
you MISS nothing.
Another one that I liked is the achievements. They DON'T cover ONLY the progress
of the game but still the funny points that you may see or NOT according to your
decisions in the play. So, keep your saves in case you need to replay to see
what you have lost , because that's way you play adventures.. FUNNY PLAY!!!

Anyway.. For the experience and the hard ADVENTURERS, the "Masochistic" Ones.... I bought a bundle with this DLC par of
it, I was a little dissapointed as after 2-3 missions you will be maxed out in everything. takes out the reward for not destroying
public property, or causing brutal knockouts.. Controls, ok for what it is. There arent really any gameplay value what so ever.
Im sure this game could be used to waste some time with, with some polish and a few more gameplay elements i think you could
call it a game. However i do not think desktop is the platform you should target with a game like this. I think this would do well
as a mobile phone game or a browser based game website etc.

Its not great but hey! you made a game.. For half a euro sure ill take it.

Do i recommend it? For web or mobile, Sure. For PC? no.
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Excellent doujin side scrolller game with many original mechanics pertaining to the navigation of stages and combat,high
production values and a remarkable longevity.. When It Says: Press any key to continue. i press a key noyhing happens. 6\/10

A bit of a 'meh' game, really. If Steam had the option for a middle spot between recommend and don't recommend, I'd choose
it. It had its moments, some of the puzzles were good and much of the story was okay as well, but nothing really shone. Some
confusing UI. Some horrible voice acting (and some okay). Some cheesy horror aspects. No ability to skip repetitive dialog or
animations. Quite linear, which isn't necessarily a bad thing, but there are some obtuse prerequisites to move the story along at
times. For instance, you're in a room, do everything you can...and move on. Explore some other area, do all you can...then get
stuck. Well if you then go back to the first area, something will have changed for some reason...triggered by something else you
did but for no apparent reason.

But overall, it just didn't grip me enough to make me want to work through things...or I would just assume something illogical
was going on even if in the end it just might have just taken a little more scrutiny...but time I didn't feel like spending on it.

In the end, it was good enough that I at least was willing to finish it. I got it on a 75% Steam sale, so I can't complain. If you like
horror\/spooky and maybe have an interest in the occult, it might grip you more than it did me and you can overlook some of its
flaws.. gayish game... Zero gravity reminds me of portal in many ways, it has clever puzzles ranging from easy to near
impossible. I ejoyed playing the games however it most definatly had flaws. firstly I don't think it is the most graphically
beautiful game which is a shame because the enviroment it is set in lends itself to stunning visuals. Secondly I'm not to sure
about how well the controller support works as we had a few issues to start with. Thirdly I do feel that the menu's were'nt
brilliantly designed. None the less we actually enjoyed playing Zero G and feel that with a bit of work it could maybe even reach
the hights of the Portal games.
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